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taxation Germany does not pay her reparations How
then did we win the war ? The world has certainly gone
mad mon capitaine
I agree, said Armand There is no intelligence Or
the intelligence which exists does not control the situation
It is annoying
It was bewildering In his study at Avignon, late at
night, when Yvonne was in bed Armand tried to find some
clue to the mysteries through which humanity was groping
darkly At a time when civilization had unparalleled re-
sources of wealth due to machine power and modern science,
there was a creeping paralysis of trade and industry, a break-
down in the means of exchange, and vast armies of un-
employed men, getting bitter, angry, and demoralized, for
lack of work and wages In L Edaireur de Nice there was a
paragraph one morning saying that in Winnipeg the harvest
of wheat was selling for less than the pnce of sawdust, yet in
many countries—in Germany, according to the letters of
Otto von Menzel—millions of men and women were under-
fed Prices of raw material—grain, cotton, oil rubber,
coal and iron—had fallen so low that their producers could
not afford the wages of their workpeople In Australia and
the Argentine ranchers were slaughtering their cattle because
they could get no pnce for them It was all enormously
bewildering
Armand Gan&res, who was no economist, believed that
the war was the direct cause of most of this misery It had
dislocated the mechanism of the international machine—so
delicately poised in the industrial era It had broken the
rhythm of life And all the war debts had put burdens on
the human drudge beyond his strength It had left a legacy
of fear in every nation of Europe, lest the new frontiers,
drawn by the Peace Treaties, should be challenged by new
combinations of enemies, or by the old enemy They were
all spending vastly beyond their means to support armies
and a^cpaments They were ruining themselves with the

